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asing effects in the sea-to-borehole electromagnetic method
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ABSTRACT

The sea-to-borehole controlled source electromagnetic
�CSEM� method has the potential of becoming a useful new ex-
ploration and monitoring technique. Modeling shows that the
electromagnetic fields at reservoir depths can be 1-2 orders of
magnitude larger than those on the seabed, thus opening up the
possibility to see deeper or detect and monitor smaller targets. In
the case of measurements inside metal casing, the use of reci-
procity to interchange the source and receiver allows the casing
conductor to be considered as an antenna. This antenna is excited
by a source inside the casing, which induces a current flowing
along the casing conductor. Based on the current distribution, a
casing dipole moment and an equivalent length were derived for
the transverse magnetic �TM� mode. In the frequency range of in-
terest �0.1–10 Hz�, the increase in field strength �resulting from
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ea-to-borehole measurements� is not lost to the casing attenua-
ion for either the TM or the transverse electric �TE� mode. The
atio of the dipole moment of the casing antenna to that of the
ource current can be considered as the casing attenuation effect.
his ratio is not far from unity for frequencies smaller than 1 Hz,
ut it decreases rapidly with frequency. The equivalent length of
he casing antenna can be of the order of a few hundred meters.
s a consequence, the field distribution changes significantly in

he presence of casing, and the vertical resolution of TM mea-
urements is degraded. The horizontal resolution is not degraded
ignificantly. Measurement of the TM mode has the advantage of
eing sensitive to thin resistive targets and being less affected by
ea-air interactions in shallow water. The TE mode measure-
ent, having a localized casing effect, contributes valuable in-

ormation about the background resistivity.
INTRODUCTION

During recent years, the marine controlled-source electromagnet-
c �CSEM� method has emerged as a useful method to locate high re-
istive targets, such as hydrocarbon layers �Eidesmo et al., 2002; Ell-
ngsrud et al., 2002; Kong et al., 2002; Constable and Srnka, 2007�
nd subbasalt structures �MacGregor and Sinha, 2000�. In a typical
arine CSEM measurement, a vessel tows the source antenna and

he receiver sensors are placed on the seabed. Lately, marine CSEM
as been suggested for monitoring purposes �Lien and Mannseth,
008; Orange et al., 2009� and field appraisal �Stalheim and Olsen,
008�. These new applications might benefit from placing the re-
eivers �or the source� in a borehole, where they are closer to the tar-
et to be characterized �Figure 1�. Such measurement could be re-
erred to as the sea-to-borehole electromagnetic �EM� method,
hich is the topic here. Recent publications on similar topics can be

ound �Scholl and Edwards, 2007; Pardo et al., 2008; Stalheim and
lsen, 2008�.
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Methods using EM signals to perform crosswell and borehole-to-
urface measurements were presented many years ago �Zhou, 1989;
lumbaugh and Morrison, 1995; Newman, 1995; Spies and Ha-
ashy, 1995; Wilt et al., 1995; Hoversten et al., 2001�. In these appli-
ations, the frequency range typically is 100 Hz to 1000 Hz, and the
etection distance is in the range of a few hundred meters. The most
requently reported source type used inside a borehole is a magnetic
ipole, which generates a magnetic field along the borehole direc-
ion �transverse electric �TE� field�. For the convenience of descrip-
ion, in this study these applications are referred to as high-frequen-
y �HF� applications. Here, we discuss sea-to-borehole measure-
ents using frequencies lower than these HF applications. A typical

urvey scenario for our application is given by the following set of
arameters: frequency 0.1–10 Hz, source-receiver offset 0–10 km,
arget �high-resistive layers� depth 1–3 km, and receiver deploy-

ent inside a vertical steel-cased borehole.
In a cased borehole environment, the problem of measuring inside

steel casing must be considered. During the development of the HF
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F78 Kong et al.
rosswell measurement, the casing effect has been studied in detail
nd many results have been published �Augustin et al., 1989; Uchida
t al., 1991; Wu and Habashy, 1994; Wilt et al., 1995; Becker et al.,
997; Lee et al., 2005; Pardo et al., 2007; Pardo et al., 2008�.

The casing problem has been investigated in another application,
.e., the resistivity measurement through casing �Kaufman, 1990;
aufman and Wightman, 1993; Schenkel and Morrison, 1994; Sing-

r and Strack, 1998; Pardo et al., 2007; Pardo et al., 2008�. Very low
requency or DC is used in this application, which is referred to as
he DC application in subsequent discussions.

It is interesting to note that only the transverse magnetic �TM�
ode is considered in the DC application, whereas in HF applica-

ions, the TE mode is discussed most frequently �Augustin et al.,
989; Uchida et al., 1991; Wilt et al., 1995; Becker et al., 1997�. The
ikely reason for this is that the sources used for HF applications typ-
cally are magnetic dipoles oriented along the borehole direction.
he casing effects for the TM mode for the non-DC case have re-
eived less attention in the literature. In our application, the TM
ode is very important because a thin hydrocarbon layer can support

nly the TM mode �Løseth and Amundsen, 2007; Kong et al., 2007,
008�.Analyzing the casing effects for the TM mode is therefore the
ain topic here.Arbitrarily shaped geologic targets, however, might

upport both TM and TE modes.
In the theory of resistivity measurement through casing �Kauf-
ann, 1990�, the frequency is assumed to be zero. This imposes a

imitation to the method. For instance, in the DC approximation, a
ajor disadvantage is that the fields calculated are not a function of

he magnetic casing properties. In our method, we keep the frequen-
y as a variable, and the DC solution is used only to compare with
ur solution at the low-frequency end.

We adopt a new approach to investigate the casing effect. We use
eciprocity to interchange the source and receiver, allowing us to
onsider the casing conductor as an antenna. This antenna is excited
y a source inside the casing, which induces a current flowing on the
asing conductor. Based on the current distribution, a “casing” di-
ole moment and an equivalent length are derived for the TM mode,
hich are used to evaluate the casing effects.

igure 1. Test layout of sea-to-borehole measurement, whereby a
orizontal electric dipole �HED� is pulled by a vessel in the sea and
xcites electromagnetic fields. The fields reflected and refracted by a
ydrocarbon layer �HC� are received by a vertical electric dipole
VED� and a vertical magnetic dipole �VMD� placed inside a steel-
ased borehole.
Downloaded 11 Jan 2012 to 62.92.124.145. Redistribution subject to S
SEA-TO-BOREHOLE MEASUREMENT FOR
CHARACTERIZING A RESISTIVE LAYER

Consider two measurement cases, both with a horizontal electric
ipole �HED� source towed by a vessel in the sea, as illustrated in
igure 1. In case 1, the receiver is placed in a vertical borehole: the
ea-to-borehole case. In case 2, the receiver is placed on the seabed:
he sea-to-seabed case.

The receiver will sense the target responses while the source
hanges location. A monitoring task can be, for example, to find the
hanges of the target properties �length, resistivity, and so on� by
omparing the target responses measured at different times, while
eeping the source towline unchanged. Other applications can be ap-
raisal of discoveries and identification of remaining small reser-
oirs �Stalheim and Olsen, 2008�.

The coordinate system used in the following is z as the vertical
xis, with z�0 at seabed, x as the in-plane horizontal axis, and y as
he horizontal axis normal to x.

We consider first the 1D target problem — a highly resistive layer
f infinite extent. The analytic solution for a dipole antenna embed-
ed inside a 1D anisotropic layered medium is known �Wait, 1966;
ong, 1972, 1990� and can be used to calculate the fields in each lay-

r. The implementation of the method can be found in Kong et al.
2008�.

The results shown in Figure 2 are obtained by the above-men-
ioned analytic method. Shown are the received Ez and Hy fields for
he sea-to-borehole case and the Ex and Hy fields for the sea-to-sea-
ed case for the following model: target depth 1300 m, target thick-
ess 100 m, target resistivity 50 ohm-m, frequency 1 Hz, seabed re-
istivity 1 ohm-m, seawater resistivity 0.3 ohm-m, and water depth
0 km. The source HED is 50 m above the seabed. The receiver is
nside the target layer for the sea-to-borehole case and on the seabed
or the sea-to-seabed case. We intentionally have set the seawater to
e very deep for the purpose of comparing against the shallow-water
ase. In the figure, the “offset” is defined as the horizontal distance
etween the source and the receiver.

The reason for choosing these field components for comparison is
hat only TM fields �Ex, Ez, Hy� are excited inside a thin, horizontal,
nd highly resistive layer �Løseth and Amundsen, 2007; Kong et al.,
007, 2008�. Hence for detecting such layers, the TM fields are more
mportant than the TE fields, no matter whether the sea-to-borehole

easurement or the sea-to-seabed measurement is used. In real cas-
s, however, the target might be an arbitrary 3D body. It might sup-
ort both TM and TE modes.

It is known also that for the sea-to-seabed case, using the inline E
eld �i.e., Ex� is more effective than using the Ez field in detecting the

arget response �Chave and Cox, 1982�. However, because a pair of
lectrodes normally is used to detect the E field and the received
oltage is proportional to the spacing between the two electrodes, Ez

hould be measured inside a vertical well for the sea-to-borehole
ase. The Ex field likewise could be measured in a horizontal well. It
s possible to achieve a long spacing only when the electrodes are
laced along the borehole direction. That is why in Figure 2 we com-
are the inline field Ex of the sea-to-seabed case with the vertical
eld Ez of the sea-to-borehole case.
From Figure 2a, it can be seen that the Ez field inside a borehole at

he target location is about 100 times larger than the inline E field re-
eived at the seabed for large offsets. In addition, the Hy field inside a
orehole at the target location is about 10 times larger than the Hy

eld on the seabed. This demonstrates one of the advantages of using
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Casing effects in sea-to-borehole EM F79
ea-to-borehole measurement: the received signal is larger than in
he sea-to-seabed case on far offsets.

For an HED source, the vertical electric field �Ez� is not sensitive
o the refracted airwave. Hence, the Ez signal received in the sea-to-
orehole case is less influenced by the air-sea interface than the Ex

ignal in the sea-to-seabed case. This can be observed in Figure 2b,
howing results for the same modeling parameters as in Figure 2a
xcept that the water depth is 500 m. Note that Ex for the shallow-
ater case is very different from the deepwater case, whereas Ez at

he target depth has not changed significantly. This is another advan-
age of sea-to-borehole measurements compared to sea-to-seabed

easurements.
Figure 3 shows the received Ez signal at target depth as a function

f the offset between the source and the receiver for various target re-
istivities. The curves are different, which forms the basis for using

a)

b)b)

igure 2. EM field magnitudes versus offset at reservoir depth �on
arget� and on seabed for water depths �a� 10 km and �b� 0.5 km. The
ther model parameters are: source �1 Hz-HED and 50 m above sea-
ed�, target �top reservoir depth 1300 m, thickness 100 m, resistivity
0 ohm-m�, seabed �resistivity 1 ohm-m�, and seawater �resistivity
.3 ohm-m�.
Downloaded 11 Jan 2012 to 62.92.124.145. Redistribution subject to S
ea-to-borehole measurements to monitor the resistivity change of
he target layer.

The analytic method mentioned above can be used only for solv-
ng the 1D target problem. For more complicated 2D and 3D cases,
umerical methods must be used. Figure 4 shows the Ez, Ex, and Hy

eld magnitude distributions generated by an HED above the seabed
or a 2D reservoir at z�1000 m below seabed �conductivities and
hickness as given above� and extending from x�250 m to x

2750 m. In this case, the water depth is 500 m and the HED is
0 m above the seabed. Because the target is two-dimensional, it is a
.5D problem, which is modeled using the method described in
ong et al. �2008�. The target location is clearly visible in the Ez dis-

ribution. The color scale is in an index-10 logarithmic scale. From
igure 4, it can be seen that for measuring the target response, one
hould measure one or more of the following: Ez inside the target or
earby the target; Ex nearby, but outside the target or at the seabed;

y inside the target, nearby the target or at the seabed.
The above discussion is based on the assumptions that the target is

ligned along the x-direction, no variation occurs along the
y-direction, and the borehole is oriented along the z-direction. In
ractice, many of the above assumptions might not be satisfied.
ence, both TM and TE fields should be measured.

THE CASING EFFECT: TM MODE

odeling method

The analytic method for calculating the fields inside a cylindrical-
y layered medium with a source at the center of the medium is well
nown �Chew, 1995�. For the TM mode, the method is discussed in
etail by Wait �1982�, Kaufman �1990�, and Kaufman and Wight-
an �1993�. In their discussions, however, only the DC case is con-

idered. The method for the TE mode considering the frequency ef-
ect is discussed in detail by Augustin et al. �1989�, Uchida et al.
1991�, Becker et al. �1997�, and Lee et al. �2005�. In Appendix A,
e use the analytic method to solve for the TM fields for the non-DC

ase.

igure 3. Vertical electric field �Ez� magnitude versus offset at reser-
oir depth �target� for three target resistivities. The test layout is the
ame as for Figure 2 �shallow-water case�.
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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F80 Kong et al.
Consider an electric current source along the z-direction inside an
nfinitely long and cylindrical steel casing with the following model
arameters:

� 1: conductivity of the borehole fluid
� 2: conductivity of the steel casing
� 3: conductivity of the formation
���r �0: magnetic permeability of the casing
�0�4�10�7 H /m: magnetic permeability inside and outside the
casing.

Following the procedure outlined in Appendix A, the fields of the
M mode outside the casing can be obtained as

Ĥ� �a3� 3k3K1�k3��, �1�

Ê� �a3�k3K1�k3��, �2�

a)

b)

c)

igure 4. The EM field distributions, generated by a 1 Hz HED lo-
ated 50 m above the seafloor. �a� vertical electric field �Ez� �color
cale log10��Ez��, �b� horizontal electric field �Ex� �color scale
og10��Ex��, and �c� horizontal magnetic field �Hy� �color scale
og10��Hy��. The 2D target is located at z�1000 m, x�250–
750 m, and with the same thickness and resistivity as the target
onsidered for Figure 2.
Downloaded 11 Jan 2012 to 62.92.124.145. Redistribution subject to S
Êz��a3k3
2K0�k3�� . �3�

ere � is radial distance from the center of the borehole; k3 is the ra-
ial wavenumber in layer 3 defined in A-11 in Appendix A; K1 and
0 are the second modified Bessel functions of orders 1 and 0, re-

pectively; and a3 is the coefficient for outgoing waves in layer 3 de-
ermined by the boundary conditions.

The fields in equations 1–3 are in the wavenumber domain. The
orresponding fields in the space domain can be obtained by using
he Fourier cosine transform defined in equation A-5 for the even
unction fields such as Ĥ� and Êz, and using the Fourier sine trans-
orm for the odd function field Ê�.

We have made a simple check of the calculation by setting � 1, � 2,
3�1 S /m and comparing the H� field obtained by applying the
ourier cosine transform to equation 1 to the analytic result �Wait,
987�

H� �
IL

4�r2 �1� ikr�e�ikr sin � , �4�

here r� ��2�z2�1/2, sin � �� /r, and k2��i��� .
The comparison shows that for � �0.15 m and z�1–1000 m,

he relative error between the H� magnitudes of the numerical result
nd the analytic result is smaller than 10�5. It should be noted that
sing the fast Fourier transform �FFT� algorithm for evaluating the
ourier cosine transform would require many �̄ samples to reach a
mall relative error for the weak-signal region at large offset. This re-
ults from the truncation and cyclic errors of the FFT. Because the
ransmission and reflection coefficients b1, a2, b2, and a3 must be cal-
ulated for each �̄ based on the boundary conditions �see Appendix
�, many �̄ samples mean a large computational effort. Hence, it is

dvantageous to use the digital-filter technique �Kong, 2007� to
valuate the cosine integral. We have used a filter using 241 �̄ points
nd achieved an accurate evaluation of the Fourier cosine transform.

odeling results: Field distributions

In the following, we use these standard model parameters unless
pecified otherwise: frequency � f��1 Hz, casing inner radius �s�

0.1 m, casing outer radius �t��0.11 m, � 1�1 S /m, � 2

5�106� S /m, � 3�1 S /m, and the relative magnetic permeability
f the casing ��r��100. The relative magnetic permeability of the
orehole fluid and the formation is assumed to be unity.

Figure 5 shows the H� field magnitude distributions in the vertical
lane for cases with and without a steel casing. The difference be-
ween the field distributions of these two cases can be seen clearly.

ithout casing, the behavior of H� is as in equation 4, and the field is
ery weak along the borehole direction. In contrast, with casing, the
� field along the borehole direction no longer is very weak. Figure
shows the Ez field distributions, and Figure 7 shows the E� field dis-

ributions with and without casing.
The general feature one might observe from these figures is that

he fields H� and E� at small � and large z are much stronger with cas-
ng than without casing. This might be explained by the fact that a
ingle metal cylinder can support a guided wave �Stratton, 1941�. In
ther words, a current is flowing along the casing, which is induced
y the current source placed inside the casing. According to Am-
ere’s law, this results in a strong H� field. Figure 8 is used to show a
ore precise comparison for the H� fields along three different

ines: Figure 8a, z�20–1000 m and � �0.15 m fixed; Figure 8b,
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Casing effects in sea-to-borehole EM F81
�20–1000 m and �	1000 m fixed; Figure 8c, � �20–2000 m
nd z�1000 m fixed. One might observe from these figures that for
mall �, the H� field is much larger with casing than without casing.
owever, for large �, the H� field is larger without casing than with

asing given that z is small. For the case of both large � and z, the H�

elds with and without casing are similar in magnitude.

asing antenna equivalent length and dipole moment

From Ampere’s law, the current flowing along the casing can be
etermined by

Iz�2��H���� �5�

or � approaching t from outside the casing ��→ t and � 
 t�.
Figure 9 shows the magnitude and the phase of the casing current

s a function of z for different values of the product of frequency and
elative magnetic permeability ��r�. The range of the value of the
roduct varies from 1 to 104, which corresponds to a frequency range
f 0.01 Hz to 100 Hz given a casing with �r�100.
The current is distributed over the whole length of the casing con-

uctor. The dipole moment of a finite-length antenna is defined as IL,
he product of the current I and the antenna length L. In our case of a
ontinuous current distribution, we define the casing dipole moment
s

Mdipole��
��

�

I�z�dz� I�z�0�D, �6�

a)

b)

igure 5. Comparison of the azimuthal magnetic field �H�� distribu-
ion for �a� a model with steel casing, with a homogeneous model �b�
ithout steel casing. The VED source is placed inside the casing at

he axis origin �radial distance�distance along casing�0�. Color
cale is log ��E ��.
10 �

Downloaded 11 Jan 2012 to 62.92.124.145. Redistribution subject to S
a)

b)

igure 6. Comparison of the vertical electric field �Ez� distribution
or �a� a model with steel casing, with a homogeneous model �b�
ithout steel casing. The VED dipole source is placed inside the cas-

ng at the axis origin �radial distance�distance along casing�0�.
olor scale is log ��E ��.
a)

b)

igure 7. Comparison of the horizontal electric field �E�� distribu-
ion for �a� a model with steel casing, with a homogeneous model �b�
ithout steel casing. The VED dipole source is placed inside the cas-

ng at the axis origin �radial distance�distance along casing�0�.
olor scale is log ��E ��.
10 �
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F82 Kong et al.
here the magnitude of D defines what we refer to as the antenna
quivalent length. From the definition of the inverse Fourier cosine
ransform, we obtain

Î����
1

�
�
��

�

I�z�cos��z�dz . �7�

etting ��0 leads to � Î���0�����
� I�z�dz�Mdipole. Using Am-

ere’s law, the dipole moment can be written further as

a)

b)b)

c)

igure 8. Comparison of the azimuthal magnetic field �H�� with and
ithout steel casing, at three different lines: �a� H� versus vertical di-

ection �z� at � �0.15 m, �b� H versus vertical direction �z� at
	1000 m, and �c� H versus horizontal direction ��� at z	1000 m.
�

Downloaded 11 Jan 2012 to 62.92.124.145. Redistribution subject to S
Mdipole�2�2�Ĥ����0,�� for �→ t . �8�

ence, the dipole moment follows directly from the magnetic field
n the wavenumber domain, which can be calculated as described in
ppendix A.
The current distributions along the casing shown in Figure 9 are

pproximately exponentially decaying functions, and can be ex-
ressed as I�z�� I0e��z, where � is the decay index. Given such ex-
onentially decaying current distribution, the dipole moment has the
ollowing simple form:

Mdipole��
��

�

I�z�dz�2�
0

�

I0e��zdz� I0
2

�
� I0D . �9�

he antenna equivalent length is therefore D�2 /�.
The decay index � can be calculated numerically. The index val-

es listed in Table 1 were obtained by taking the derivative of the
ogarithm of the current distribution at z�60 m. It can be seen from
able 1 that the magnitude of the dipole moment is almost unity at

he frequency of 0.1 Hz. It decreases to 0.9 A /m at 1 Hz, and reduc-
s quickly for even higher frequencies. At 1000 Hz, the magnitude
ecomes 1.5�10�7� A /m. Table 1 also shows the values of the anten-
a equivalent lengths versus the product of frequency and relative
agnetic permeability, obtained from equation 9.
The antenna equivalent length for the DC case also can be calcu-

ated using the transmission-line approximation proposed by Kauf-
an �1990�. In that case, the current along the steel casing can be
ritten as

a)

b)b)

igure 9. �a� Magnitude and �b� the phase of the current along the
asing �generated by a unit-moment VED inside the casing at z�0�
or different values of the product of casing magnetic permeability
nd frequency ��f�.
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Casing effects in sea-to-borehole EM F83
I�z�� I0 exp��z�� 3

Sc
	, �10�

here Sc�� 2�2�s�t�s�� is the conductivity per unit length of the
asing, which has a value of 31416 S /m for our model.According to
quation 9, the antenna equivalent length then is

D�2� Sc

� 3
, �11�

hich equates to 354 m for our model parameters, thus confirming
ur calculation at DC. Referring to Table 1, we note that the antenna
quivalent length does not change much for frequencies below 1 Hz.
ence, equation 11 can be used to estimate the antenna equivalent

ength for low frequencies. Table 1 further shows that the antenna
quivalent length is longest for the DC case and decreases for in-
reasing frequencies.

THE CASING EFFECT: TE MODE

The fields generated by a Hertzian magnetic dipole �Wait, 1987�
re TE fields, i.e., E�, H�, and Hz.

The duality principle �Kong, 1990� states that the fields generated
y a magnetic dipole can be obtained from the fields generated by an
lectric dipole as long as the following replacements are made:

E→H, H→�E, �→�, �→� . �12�

ence, the TE solution for the casing case can be obtained by using
he above-mentioned replacements to the previ-
usly derived equations for TM solution. In the
uasi-static case,

�↔� means
�

i�
↔� . �13�

efore performing the numerical calculation, we
stimate the effect of the above replacement on
he final solutions. First, it can be seen that �Ap-
endix A� equation A-11 remains unchanged be-
ause the term i��� is invariant to the replace-
ent. However, in the �Appendix A� equation
-8, the conductivity now is replaced by the mag-
etic permeability. We note that the conductivity
ontrast between the steel casing and the sur-
ounding material can be greater than 106, where-
s the contrast in magnetic permeability is only about 102. Hence, in
he TE case, the steel casing introduces a much smaller contrast with
he surrounding material than in the TM case.

It can be shown that the E� field distributions with and without
asing are very similar. The amplitude ratio of E� with casing to E�

ithout casing is within the range 0.986 to 0.988 in the �-z plane
f �1 Hz�. Similar phenomena can be observed for the other field
omponents. From Table 2, one can see that for frequencies of 1 Hz
nd below, the casing has little effect on shielding the magnetic di-
ole source inside the casing, but it starts to have a noticeable effect
E� reduction factor of 2� when 10 Hz is used and a very large effect
hen 100 Hz is used. Given a frequency of 100 Hz, the amplitude

atio of E� with casing to E� without casing is about 0.02 at the loca-
ion x�20 m and z�20 m. For z 
 20 m and x 
 20 m, this am-
litude ratio almost is unchanged. The casing effects for the TE case

Table 1. Equ

Frequency �H

Product: f�r

Decay index:
� �m�1�
Antenna equi
length: 2 /� �

Dipole mome
�Magnitude: A

Dipole mome
�Phase: radian
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an be found in many publications �see, e.g., Augustin et al., 1989;
chida et al., 1991�.

DISCUSSION

asing antenna effects

From Table 1, we can see that the casing effects on the source radi-
tion are twofold. One is that the casing dipole moment is reduced
ompared to the dipole moment of the current source. This can be
onsidered as the casing attenuation effect. The other is that the cas-
ng changes the field distribution patterns. This is because for the TM

ode, the casing acts as a long antenna having an equivalent length
s defined by equation 6. The second effect has a negative impact on
he detection resolution and is discussed in more detail later.

It is sometimes mentioned that the steel-casing effect of an induc-
ion coil is localized, and limited to a small distance �less than 1 m�
bove and below the induction source �see, for example, Kirkendall
t al., 1999�. This conclusion is correct only for the TE case. For the
M case, the casing effect is a nonlocal effect. In Table 1, we see that
ven at a high frequency of 1000 Hz, the antenna equivalent length
till has a large value.

We noted before that the antenna equivalent length is not changed
uch from DC to 1 Hz. However, from Table 1, we see that the

hase of the casing current changes noticeably around 1 Hz. This
uggests that the frequency of 1 Hz lies in a transition zone from the
C approximation to the HF approximation for the cases considered

t lengths and dipole moments of casing antennas.

DC 0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000

0 1 10 100 103 104 105

0.0057 0.0057 0.0057 0.0060 0.0118 0.032 0.093

352 352 351 333 170 62.9 21.5

0.999 0.994 0.994 0.880 0.210 0.005 1.5
�10�7�

0.000 �0.006 �0.057 �0.490 �1.831 1.306 �2.052

able 2. Amplitude ratio and phase difference between
asing and noncasing for E� field at x�20 m and z�20 m
enerated by a magnetic dipole at axis origin.

requency �Hz� 0.1 1 10 100

mplitude ratio
or � 2�5�106

1.00 0.99 0.50 0.02

mplitude ratio
or � 2�106

1.00 1.00 0.95 0.26

hase difference
radians�
or � 2�5�106

�0.02 �0.21 �1.44 1.67

hase difference
radians�
or � 2�106

0.00 �0.04 �0.41 �2.08
ivalen

z�

valent
m�

nt
/m�

nt
s�
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ere. Appendix B gives further arguments for considering the fre-
uency range 0.1–10 Hz as a transition zone between DC and HF
pproximations.

In the terminology of antenna engineering, equation 7 shows the
elation between the antenna current and the space factor of the radi-
tion pattern �Balanis, 1997�. It can be proved that the space factor
or the direction normal to the current direction �usually the direction
f maximum radiation power� remains invariant when using the di-
ole-moment expression 6 to represent an infinitely distributed cur-
ent.

asing effect on characterizing resistive layers
The casing attenuation effect is moderate for our frequency band.

ven at the highest frequency of 10 Hz, the reduction factor of the
ipole moment is not more than 5 for the TM mode �see Table 1�.

igure 10. Comparison of the horizontal electric field at seabed ver-
us offset, with and without casing, for four cases: �a� Cases 1 and 2
ith target depths at z�1200 m and z�1100 m, respectively. The

ateral extension of target is 1000 m. �b� Cases 3 and 4 with lateral
xtensions of targets 2000 m and 1500 m, respectively. Target depth
s z�1200 m. In all simulations, a 1 Hz-VED source placed inside
he casing at z�1200 m is used, and target is 100 m thick with re-
istivity of 100 ohm-m.
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Because of the large effective antenna length, the near-field reso-
ution will be degraded. However, for the far-field, the angular reso-
ution is not necessarily reduced. As in conventional antenna engi-
eering, large antennas are used to achieve a better far-field angular
esolution. In the situation of measuring EM signals inside a casing
or characterization of 2D hydrocarbon layers, we have used a finite-
lement solver �Kong et al., 2008� developed for 2.5D problems.
he casing current, a distributed current along the casing conductor,

s used as the source terms for the solver. We should mention that this
ay of treating the target detection is only approximate because the

asing current is calculated by assuming that the formation outside
he casing is homogeneous. However, when the inhomogeneous
arts of the formation have some distance �one or a few skin depths�
rom the source inside the casing, then this method can be sufficient-
y accurate. One might conjecture that the casing current would not
hange dramatically even when the cased borehole intersects the res-
rvoir because only a small amount of current can flow into the resis-
ive reservoir, compared to the current flowing into the conductive
ormation.

Figure 10a shows the casing effect on detecting layers at different
epths for the following model: a vertical electric dipole source at
�1200 m, water depth 500 m �zseabed�0 m�, and frequency
Hz. For case 1, the target is at z�1200 m, and for case 2, the target

s at z�1100 m. The Ex field is recorded on the seabed at different
ffsets. The target is 100 m thick, extends from x�100 m to
�1100 m, and has a resistivity of 100 ohm-m. From the figure, it
an be seen that for these two targets at different depths, the fields re-
eived on the seabed are not very different. Hence, we could say that
he vertical resolution is degraded because of the casing. Without
asing, it is possible to resolve the two targets much better in depth.

Figure 10b shows the casing effect on detecting layers with differ-
nt horizontal extent. Now both targets are at z�1200 m, but for
ase 1, the target is at x�300–2300 m, and for case 2, the target is at
00–1800 m. From the figure, it can be seen that the horizontal reso-
ution is not changed much by the casing. The target edge at the far
ffset can be detected clearly for both target cases independent of
hether casing is present or not.

elevance to actual measurements

An actual borehole receiver for the sea-to-borehole method
hould be capable of measuring both TM and TE mode fields as can
e accomplished, e.g., by a pair of electrodes in combination with an
nduction coil for measuring both the electric field and the magnetic
eld along the borehole axis. Note that such sensor combination cap-

ures TE and TM modes even in deviated or horizontal wells.
The results obtained from this study can be useful for actual sea-

o-borehole measurements. First of all, the derived casing current
an serve as the source term for existing modeling tools to perform
orward modeling for planning actual measurements. This applica-
ion has been discussed in the previous section. The casing effect as a
unction of the frequency and the casing magnetic property can be
sed as a guideline for choosing the measurement frequency. In the
ase of using receiver arrays, the findings of this study suggest that it
s not advantageous to have dense TM mode receivers because the
esolution is limited by the steel casing. Instead, one should use long
eparation between the electrodes within a single receiver unit to in-
rease the dipole moment of the electrode pair.
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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CONCLUSION

Given a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, the sea-to-borehole
SEM method has the potential of becoming a useful new explora-

ion and monitoring technique. The method also might be consid-
red in combination with the existing marine CSEM method, i.e., a
onfiguration whereby receivers are deployed both in a borehole and
n the seabed. Our modeling shows that the EM fields at reservoir
epth can be 1-2 orders of magnitude larger than those on the seabed,
hus opening up the possibility to see deeper and to detect and moni-
or smaller targets. Further analysis of the casing effects demon-
trates that in our frequency range of interest �0.1–10 Hz�, this in-
rease in field strength is not lost to the casing attenuation for either
he TM mode or the TE mode.

We have shown, however, that the field distributions in the TM
ode are changed very much with the presence of a steel casing. The

eason is that a current is induced which flows along a conductive
asing, and decays rather slowly. In the TM mode, the casing prob-
em can be treated in two steps. The first is to find the current induced
rom an electric dipole source inside the casing. The second is to find
he target response from the casing current. In the second step, the
asing is considered as an antenna. We then calculate the dipole mo-
ent and the equivalent length of the “casing antenna.” In the fre-

uency range used, the antenna equivalent length can be as long as a
ew hundred meters. This will degrade the vertical resolution in de-
ecting the target layer. The ratio of the dipole moment of the casing
ntenna to that of the excitation antenna can be considered as the cas-
ng attenuation effect. The ratio is not far from unity for frequencies
maller than 1 Hz. However, the ratio decreases rapidly with fre-
uency. For example, the ratio is 0.21 at 10 Hz.

When using very low frequencies, the results derived here ap-
roach the DC limit �the transmission-line approximation�. Criteria
re derived to define the frequency range for DC approximation and
he frequency range for HF approximation. The used frequency
ange of 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz lies within the transition range from the
C approximation to the HF approximation.
The TE solution can be obtained from the TM solution by using

he duality principle. The numerical results show that for the TE
ode, the field distributions are far less affected by the casing than

or the TM mode. The ratio of E field magnitude for cases with and
ithout casing is 0.5 at 10 Hz.
We have shown that despite the loss in vertical resolution by the

asing, the lateral resolution of TM measurements remains largely
nchanged and seems sufficient to outline the edges of a resistive tar-
et. The TE mode measurement, having a localized casing effect,
ontributes valuable information about the background resistivity,
nd about the target resistivity when using an inclined borehole to
haracterize an arbitrarily shaped target.
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APPENDIX A

THEORY TO SOLVE THE CASING
PROBLEM IN TM MODE

Consider an electric current source along the z-direction inside
n infinitely long and vertical steel casing with the following model
arameters:

s� inner radius
t�outer radius
� 1�conductivity of the borehole fluid
� 2�conductivity of the steel casing
� 3�conductivity of the formation
���r �0�magnetic permeability of the casing, where �r is the
relative permeability and �0�4�10�7 H /m is the magnetic per-
meability in vacuum.

We use the Debye potential U �Wait, 1987�, which is the
-component of the Hertz vector resulting from a current source, to
erive the TM fields H�, E�, and Ez in cylindrical coordinates:

H� ���
�U

��
, �A-1�

E� �
� 2U

��� z
, �A-2�

Ez��k2�
� 2

� z2	U, �A-3�

here

k2��i��� . �A-4�

ecause the configuration is invariant along the vertical direction, it
s convenient to consider the Fourier cosine transform of the Debye
otential:

U�z���
0

�

Û���cos��z�d� . �A-5�

n later discussions, a function with “hat,” such as Û��� in equation
-5, and the original function with no “hat,” such as U�z�, define a
ourier transform pair.

We derive a solution of the form

Û����aK0�k����bI0�k���, �A-6�

here K0 and I0 are, respectively, the zero order, second and first
odified Bessel functions, and

k� ���k2��2. �A-7�

n equation A-6, the constants “a” and “b” can be used to match the
oundary conditions. Equations A-1–A-3 now become

Ĥ� ��� 
�ak�K1�k����bk�I1�k����, �A-8�

Ê� ��
ak�K1�k����bk�I1�k����, �A-9�
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nd

Êz��k�
2
aK0�k����bI0�k���� . �A-10�

o derive the above equations, the following relations have been ac-
ounted for: I0�� I1 and K0���K1.

We refer to “a” as the coefficient for the outward wave and “b” as
he coefficient for the inward �reflected� wave. There is no reflected
ave in the third layer and the constant “b3” becomes zero. Hence,

or this three-layer model, five coefficients need to be calculated: a1,
1, a2, b2, and a3. We use equations A-4 and A-7 to define k� in layers
, 2, and 3 as

kn��i��� n��2 for n�1,2,3. �A-11�

he coefficient a1 can be determined by the boundary condition at
he source location. When the distance R to the source approaches
ero, the Debye potential can be written as �Wait, 1987�

U�
IL

4��R
, �A-12�

here I is the current, L is the dipole length, IL is the dipole moment,
nd � is the conductivity surrounding the dipole. We assume the di-
ole moment of the electric current source is unity.

In the first layer, we have

Û�a1K0�k����b1I0�k��� . �A-13�

hen � approaches zero, the term a1K0�k��� dominates. Using
quation A-13 and the following equation �Wait, 1982�,

1

R
�

1
��2�z2

�
2

�
�
0

�

K0����cos��z�d�, �A-14�

n equation A-12, we derive

a1�
IL

2�2� 1
. �A-15�

ow that a1 is determined, the four other coefficients can be deter-
ined by the boundary conditions at the casing walls, i.e., both Ez

nd H� are continuous at the inner wall �� �s�, and at the outer wall
� � t�. After all the coefficients are obtained, we then have the po-
ential U in the third layer:

Û�a3K0�k3�� . �A-16�

rom equations A-8–A-10, the fields outside the casing thus are giv-
n by

Ĥ� ���
� Û

��
�a3� 3k3K1�k3��, �A-17�

Ê� �
� 2Û

��� z
�a3�k3K1�k3��, �A-18�

nd

Êz��k2�
� 2

� z2	Û��a3k�
2K0�k3�� . �A-19�
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APPENDIX B

DC AND HF APPROXIMATION

To find the valid frequency ranges for the DC approximation and
or the HF approximation, we use the results concerning the internal
mpedance of a round wire �Ramo et al., 1994�. The impedance of a
ound wire can be calculated using the analytic method described
reviously. For a simplified case assuming no field variation along z
i.e., kz�0�, we can write

Zi�
1

Sc
1�

1

48
� t�s

�
	�� j

��r�0

8�
, �B-1�

here � is the skin depth of the casing steel and Sc is the casing con-
uctance per-unit length defined for equation 10 in the main text.

The first term is the DC resistance per-unit length, and the second
s a correction term useful only for the case when the casing thick-
ess is in the order of the skin depth � . For our case, this term can be
mitted. The third is the internal inductance. When setting the imagi-
ary part equal to the real part, a characteristic transition frequency
an be determined as

fc�
4

Sc�0�r
. �B-2�

he calculated frequency is 1.01 Hz for our model �casing conduc-
ivity 5�106� S /m and relative permeability �r�100�. Hence, using
.1 Hz will lead to the real part of equation B-1 being 10 times larger
han the imaginary part, and we use this as the criterion to define the
ighest frequency for the DC approximation. When using 10 Hz,
hen the real part of equation B-1 will be 1 /10 of the imaginary part,
nd we use this as the criterion to define the lowest frequency for the
F approximation. Hence, our frequency range �0.1–10 Hz� actu-

lly is within a transition frequency band from the DC approxima-
ion to the HF approximation.
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